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Introduction

International air travel is polluting and carbon intensive (Scott et al., 2010; Zhang & Zhang, 2018). Paradoxically, this knowledge
does not prevent people from flying – until recently, that is. Flying is increasingly “shamed” (Coffey, 2019) and anti-flying lifestyles
and rail tourism is gaining commercial momentum with research and industries talking about a rail ‘renaissance’ (‘Travel industry
confirms rail ‘renaissance’ in Europe’, 2019; Zhang, 2017). There is also a political momentum as governments and EU invest in high-
speed rail infrastructure (European Court of Auditors, 2018; Zhang, 2017). Nonetheless, this transition is slow-moving. With the
exception of high-speed trains in certain parts of Europe and Asia (Albalate et al., 2017; Castillo-Manzano et al., 2018; Masson &
Petiot, 2009; Sun & Lin, 2018), long distance train travel continues to be a ‘niche’ for tourists, and it struggles to compete with the
comforts and time efficiency of low-cost aero mobility, efficient booking systems and modern airport infrastructures contemporary
travelers take for granted. The predictive models of transport scholars and planners have not been able to predict the recent changes
in rail travel demands because mobility is seen as a rational spatial transfer explained by instrumental factors such as travel time,
distance and costs (Schiefelbusch, 2010). While such parameters are important for modeling and understanding demand, mobilities
scholars expand on this perspective by including social, cultural and political issues as well as affective and embodied experiences of
being mobile. They show that movement is made meaningful through routines and embodied performances. This includes exploration
of train gazing (Larsen, 2001) and lived experiences of interrailing (Jensen et al., 2015; Jensen et al., 2016). Tourism mobility is not
only about spatial transfer; it is also a way of sensing and experiencing movement and places (Larsen, 2001; Roy & Hannam, 2013)
and related to political consumerism and lifestyle.

This note develops a sociological framework for studying mobilities transitions in relation to train travel, which is a relatively
under researched field. We couple the influential mobilities paradigm with two sociological transitions theories, practice theory (Shove
et al., 2012) and multi-level perspective (Geels, 2012). These theories complement each other well and provide knowledge inadequately
understood by current mobilities accounts or transport models. Whereas the mobilities paradigm introduces embodied experiences
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and social relations as drivers for travel decisions and demands, MLP inserts wider socio-technical relations and lock-in mechanisms,
while practice theories highlight the role of comfort, skills, routines and everyday habits; they all suggest that routines are difficult to
break and transitions are long in the making and that users are co-producers in innovation processes. We assume that rail tourism will
not become mainstream unless it is redesigned in accordance with consumer needs and demands. While sociologists have explored
“after the car” transitions (Dennis & Urry, 2009), this note examines practices and opportunities and constraints of “post-plane” travel
demands.

Understanding drivers of transitions

The mobilities turn inserts the social and the body within transport research. The focus is on socially regulated mobility, how
‘mobilities skills’ are learned and become habitual (Löfgren, 2008) and travel time is not ‘dead time’ as presumed in transport models.
Travel is an embodied, affective and emotional practice that involves political orientations, social relations, norms and habits. Dennis
and Urry argue: ‘…to slow down, let alone reverse, increasing carbon emissions and temperatures requires nothing more and nothing
less than the reorganization of social life’ (2009, 8). This paradigm has an applied element and examines how low-carbon transitions
take place (Urry, 2016). Finally, it examines the infrastructures and designs that stage mobility and ask ‘what if…?’ (Jensen & Lanng,
2017) specific mobile situations could be redesigned to cater for new travel demands. This material component illustrates affinities
between the mobilities paradigm and MLP that this research framework combines in a novel way.

MLP examines tensions between stability and change and how technological transitions (fail to) take place. They argue that
stability, lock-in and path-dependence block much innovation and that transitions often proceed predictably in certain directions and
give rise to stable trajectories. MLP conceptualizes transport systems, such as the European rail infrastructure, as a: “configuration of
elements that include technology, policy, markets, consumer practices, infrastructure, cultural meaning and scientific knowledge”
(Geels, 2012: 471). Moreover, transitions are not driven by single factors; they are co-evolutionary processes taking decades to unfold
and involve many different industries, institutions and actors. This differs from approaches that view manufacturers as the main
actors and in doing so overlook everyday practices, lifestyles and policies. MLP focuses on how powerful regimes, such as air
mobilities, reproduce themselves (Geels, 2012; Verbeek & Mommaas, 2008). What is less discussed, however, is how an existing
system, such as the railway, may gain new momentum because of emergent political and cultural landscapes favouring sustainable
travel. Moreover, while MLP mentions practices, they do not feature prominently. However, we argue that new social practices are
essential for steering rail tourism transitions (Shove et al., 2012), and subsequently our final theoretical inspiration focuses on
practices.

Practice theories are concerned with routines, behavioural change and: “how social practices around mobility changed in the past,
are changing in the present and might change in the future through transforming wider sets of social practices beyond transportation
choices and behaviour” (Sheller & Urry, 2016: 14). They illuminate that behavioural change is difficult to elicit and transitions
require a combination of new technologies, meanings, skills and routines. They focus in on what participation involves and how
‘practices compete with each other for recruits and carriers’ in relational competition (Shove et al., 2012: 87). Burgeoning air travel
cannot be separated from the decline of rail travel. It follows that we must explore how people become devoted ‘carriers’ of rail
tourism and what meanings, knowledge, aspirations and bodily transformations that are associated with being a rail tourist.

Studying rail tourism transitions

On this background, our multiscalar framework studies lived experiences of rail travel ‘in situ’, the dependencies and lock-ins that
block rail travel transitions set within a dominant aero mobility regime as well as innovations and future opportunities that support
rail travel. Firstly, informed by mobilities paradigms and practice theory, it examines the ‘consumption side’ of rail tourism by
studying existing and potential train users and how affordances of train tourism compare with plane tourism. This means exploring
where, how and why tourists travel by plane while others do not. Through interviews with, and observations of, plane and train
tourists respectively, the different practices, and the conditions and constrains that shape their transport decisions can be in-
vestigated. Since trains are generally slower than planes, it is important to research how far rail tourists travel and how this specific
transport mode influence their destination choice. Rather than assuming a fixed origin-destination matrix, train tourists may travel to
closer destinations than those that fly. This leads us to why certain people travel by train while others do not and here explorations on
low-carbon lifestyles, new forms of slow- and local tourism experiences and distance valuation will be central alongside the tradi-
tional focus on price. This also includes examining the role of habits and how different tourists learn or fail this (new) travel practice.
Lastly, the framework is committed to exploring ethnographically the lived, corporeal sensations, pains and comforts of travelling by
and occupying trains for many hours. Our hypothesis is that these different perspectives can produce new accounts of demands and
experiences of rail tourism.

Secondly, informed by the mobilities paradigm and MLP the framework explores the ‘production side’ of rail tourism and its
potential futures by interviewing key industry actors and analyzing real industry cases. This implies analyzing the political land-
scapes, governing networks and power relations within and between nation states and the EU that support and challenge rail tourism
in the future. The focus must be on how path dependencies can be challenged and new alliances, ideas, concepts or innovations can
be imagined and developed relating to the ‘train travel of the future’.

This approach adapts mobilities design thinking (Jensen & Lanng, 2017) to solve – together with train designers, modellers and
operators – some of the present problems that rail tourists experience and innovate new markets and design better rail services and
train compartments informed by tourist demands and existing basic functions of the railway. Such questions are central to the
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change-driven, interventionistic and collaborative ethos of rail tourism transition studies and encourages researchers to work to-
gether with users, companies, organizations and authorities in designing new sustainable and multifunctional rail services.

Conclusion

The intended contribution of our framework is two-fold. Firstly, to outline a new approach that stimulates tourism and mobilities
scholars dealing with high/low carbon tourism transitions. Linked together the three discussed theories provide an innovative
multiscalar framework to study tourism mobility transitions from both a consumption and production side. Secondly, our framework
supplements transport models with understandings of how travel habits, embodied experiences, social relations and lifestyles in-
fluence the demands and valuations of rail travel, which is currently not well understood. This theoretical coupling inspires further
collaborations between transport planners and mobilities researchers to analyze the relations between the basic functions of railways
and the new and future demands of tourists.
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